Middenkader Engineering Elektrotechniek
1. Legal name of the programme
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According to KENTEQ, this is the oragnisation that fills in the global
aspacts of the training program, the legal name is “Middenkader
Maastricht
Engeneering”.
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2. Duration
The typical duration is about 4 years.
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3. Liability to charges (free or restrictions)
The students pay school fee. The fee for the year 2013/2014 is €1090. They also pay for
their own books. They are priced at about €600 each year.
4. Position of national vocational training system (initial or further education)
Students have an secondary education before they attend at our school. This secondary
education can have a technology point of view or an more general point of view. At the
beginning of their training the trainees usually are between 16 and 21 years old.
5. Learning Locations (school, company, practical training)
First and second year:


30 weeks of vocational education



10 weeks internship at an training company

Third and fourth year


20 weeks of vocational education



20 weeks internship at an training company

6. Organisation responsible for this VET-programme (chamber, government…)
Further development is a common task of the organizations of employers, the schools,
the Federal Institute of Vocational Training (“Kenteq”). In this Kenteq has a minor role.
The schools and the future employers play an major role in the development.

7. Preliminary to take part


Seconday school, tech point of view  diploma



Secondary school, global point of view  proof of first three years are
succesfully clompeted



in possession of another degree or certificate that the government has
recognized on the basis of a ministerial regulation.

8. Additional competences which are part of this program
Additional competences are


English Language



Politics/Social Studies



Dutch Language



Mathematics

9. Examinations
Students are examined in 4 cores, each core exists of 2-4 sub cores. Each sub core has to
be completed till its adequate or sufficient.
The sub cores can be examined by:


An internship at a company (20 weeks in the last year)



Two final exams:
o Aptitude (proeve van bekwaamheid) (approximately 4 hours)
o practical simulation test (approximately 8 hours)

10. Persons/Organisations responsible for the examinations




Internship respective companies with an mentor from school.
Aptitude (proeve van bekwaamheid), examencommite/mentor
practical simulation test, examencommite/mentor

11. Certificates
The „leeuwenborgh Opleidingen Middenkader Engineering Elektrotechniek“ diploma
12. What the certificates entitle to…
The certificate entitles to practice a job in the electrical section and to bear the titel
“Middenkader Engineering Technicus”.
13. EQF or rather NQF level
Level 4

